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Abstract

1

The existing slowness of the web on mobile devices frustrates users
and hurts the revenue of website providers. Prior studies have attributed high page load times to dependencies within the page load
process: network latency in fetching a resource delays its processing,
which in turn delays when dependent resources can be discovered
and fetched.
To securely address the impact that these dependencies have on
page load times, we present V ROOM, a rethink of how clients and
servers interact to facilitate web page loads. Unlike existing solutions, which require clients to either trust proxy servers or discover
all the resources on any page themselves, V ROOM’s key characteristics are that clients fetch every resource directly from the domain
that hosts it but web servers aid clients in discovering resources.
Input from web servers decouples a client’s processing of resources
from its fetching of resources, thereby enabling independent use of
both the CPU and the network. As a result, V ROOM reduces the
median page load time by more than 5 seconds across popular News
and Sports sites. To enable these benefits, our contributions lie in
making web servers capable of accurately aiding clients in resource
discovery and judiciously scheduling a client’s receipt of resources.

Despite the rapid increase in mobile web traffic [11], page loads
on mobile devices remain disappointingly slow. Recent industry
studies [9, 13], as well as our own measurements (§2), show that
a large fraction of mobile-optimized websites load much slower
than user tolerance levels, even on state-of-the-art mobile devices
and cellular networks. For example, the average web page takes 14
seconds to load even on a 4G network [12].
Since the speed of page loads critically impacts user experience
and thus provider revenue [19], much effort has been expended by
both industry and academia to identify the root causes for poor web
performance. Recent studies [35, 41, 42] have found that dependencies between the resources on any web page are a key reason for
slow page loads. Today, even mobile-optimized web pages include
roughly one hundred resources [7] on average, and client browsers
can discover each of these resources only after they have fetched,
parsed, and executed other resources that appear earlier in the page.
For instance, a browser may learn that it needs to fetch an image
after executing a script which it discovers after downloading and
parsing the page’s HTML.
Prior work has taken one of two approaches to address the impact
of these dependencies on web performance, and both approaches
suffer from fundamental drawbacks.
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Introduction

• Offloading to proxies. In one class of solutions, when a client
loads a page, discovery of resources on the page is offloaded to
a proxy [36, 40, 43]. Solutions that take this approach attempt
to reduce page load times by leveraging the faster CPUs and
network connectivity of proxy servers. However, clients must
trust that proxies preserve the integrity of HTTPS content; proxies
that disregard HTTPS traffic are limited in the benefits they can
provide given the increased usage of HTTPS [33]. Moreover, to
preserve the ability of web providers to personalize content, a
client must share with the proxy its cookies for all domains from
which resources must be fetched to load the page.
• Reprioritizing requests at client. An alternative class of solutions [22, 35] lets the client itself discover all resources on a page.
Instead of fetching resources in the order that they are discovered,
these systems preferentially fetch certain resources (e.g., those
that lead to longer dependency chains [35]) based on precomputed,
high-level characterizations of the page’s dependency structure.
The problem with these approaches is that, once the client browser
discovers the need for a resource, the client must necessarily wait
for that resource to be fetched over the network before it can start
processing the resource, resulting in under-utilization of the CPU.
Since the client CPU is the primary bottleneck when loading web
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These limitations of prior approaches motivate the need for a new
solution that both preserves the end-to-end nature of the web and aids
clients in discovering the resources on any page. Specifically, a client
must receive every resource directly from the domain hosting that
resource, thereby enabling the client to verify the integrity of HTTPS
content and requiring the client to share its cookies for a domain
only with servers in that domain. Yet, the new solution must also
preserve the primary benefit of proxy-based dependency resolution,
which is to decouple the client’s downloading of resources on a page
from the processing of those resources. Decoupling these functions
maximizes resource utilization during page loads because fetching
of resources is constrained by the network, whereas the CPU limits
the parsing and execution of each fetched resource.
We argue that the way to realize this desired end-to-end solution
is to redesign page loads such that web servers securely aid clients
in resource discovery. In addition to returning a requested resource,
a web server should inform the client of other dependent resources
that the client will need in order to load the page. Though there
are resource overheads associated with identifying these dependent
resources, content providers have a strong incentive to incur this
burden in order to decrease load times for their clients, thereby
increasing revenue [6, 46]. We make three contributions in designing
V ROOM to realize this approach.
First, to aid clients in resource discovery, V ROOM-compliant web
servers not only push the content of dependent resources (leveraging
the server push capability in HTTP/2 [20]) but also return dependency hints in the form of URLs for resources that the client should
fetch. The use of HTTP/2 push alone is insufficient because content
on modern web pages is often served by multiple domains [21], each
of which can only securely push the content that it owns. In contrast,
dependency hints enable a server to inform a client of the dependent
resources that it should fetch from other domains, without providing
the content of those resources. This additional input from servers
ensures that a client’s ability to discover and start downloading required resources is not constrained by the speed with which it can
process fetched content. In fact, by the time the client discovers the
need for a resource during its execution of a page load, that resource
will likely already be in its cache.
Second, we develop the mechanisms that V ROOM-compliant web
servers must employ to identify the resources they should push and
the dependency hints they should include with their responses. In
contrast to prior efforts, which have relied exclusively on either
online [36, 40] or offline [22, 35] dependency resolution, we show
how to combine the two approaches to accurately identify the set of
resources that a client will need to fetch within a specific page load.
Critically, our design maximizes the number of dependent resources
that the client is made aware of while avoiding sending dependency
hints for intrinsically unpredictable resources—ones which vary
even across back-to-back loads of the page—so that the client does
not incur the overhead of fetching resources that are unnecessary for
its page load.
Lastly, while the additional input from V ROOM-compliant web
servers reduces the latency for clients to discover all resources on
a web page, fetching all resources as soon as they are discovered
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Figure 1: Page load times on today’s mobile web.
increases contention for the access link’s bandwidth, delaying the
receipt of some resources. To maximize CPU utilization, we leverage the property that resources that need to be parsed/executed
(HTML, CSS, and JS objects) constitute only a quarter of the bytes
on the average mobile web page [7]. We coordinate server-side
pushes and client-side fetches such that resources that need to be
parsed/executed are received earlier than other resources; the client
can fetch the latter set of resources while processing the former set.
In doing so, we ensure that resources arrive at the client in the order
in which they will be processed.
Our implementation of V ROOM enables the use of Google Chrome
to load pages from the Mahimahi [36] page load replay environment.
On a corpus of web pages from popular News and Sports sites, the
median page load time reduces from the status quo of 10.5 seconds to 5.1 seconds with V ROOM. These improvements stem from
V ROOM’s ability to enable server-side identification of dependent
resources with a median false negative rate of less than 5%, which
in turn results in a 22% median decrease in client-side latency to
discover all resources on a page.

2

Motivation

We begin by presenting a range of measurements that illustrate
the poor web performance today on mobile devices, estimate the
potential to reduce page load times, and show that existing solutions
are insufficient.
Problem: Poor load times. We demonstrate the slowness of the
mobile web using two sets of websites: the Alexa US top 100 websites and the top 50 sites each in the News and Sports categories;
these popular sites apply known best practices such as minifying
JavaScript content and eliminating HTTP redirects [4]. We load the
landing page for each site five times on a Nexus 6 smartphone that is
connected to Verizon’s LTE network with excellent signal strength;
we report median page load times.1
Figure 1 shows that the median site among the top 100 takes
roughly 5 seconds to load, which is higher than the 2–3 second
period that a typical user is willing to wait [27]. When considering
News and Sports sites, which are more complex than the average
site [21], the median load time is even higher, exceeding 10 seconds.
Since the need for faster loads is particularly acute on News and
Sports sites, we focus on these sites in the rest of this section.
Cause: Poor CPU/network utilization. We now consider how
low page load times can be reduced to without web pages being
rewritten [1]. For a client to not have to trust proxies to execute
1 We

compute page load time as the time between when a page load begins and when
the onload event fires.
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page loads on its behalf, the client must fetch all resources on a
page directly from origin web servers and locally process all of
these resources. This places two constraints on web performance:
the client’s network connection and its CPU. To compute a lower
bound on page load times, we estimate the potential gains from a
redesign of the page load process that would fully utilize at least one
of these two resources.
To mimic a setting where the network bandwidth is the bottleneck,
we replay each page load after modifying the root HTML to list all
resources required to load the page in a manner that instructs the
browser to fetch these resources but not evaluate them. To emulate
a setting where the client’s CPU is the bottleneck, we load every
page with the client phone connected via USB to a desktop which
hosts all of the web servers. In both cases, we use Mahimahi [36]
to record page content and replay page loads, and we use HTTP/2
between the client and all web servers in order to make efficient use
of the network. We use the same mobile device and cellular network
as above, and we further describe our replay setup in Section 6.
Figure 2 shows that, when exactly one of the network or the CPU
is the bottleneck, rather than both limiting each other as is the case
today, page load times on popular News and Sports websites are
significantly lower than the status quo (the median load time drops
from 10.5 seconds to 5 seconds). Our results also show that the
CPU is typically the bottleneck in mobile page loads, corroborating
the findings of recent studies [34]. Furthermore, page load times in
the case where the CPU is the bottleneck remain largely the same
even if we disable 1 of the 4 cores on the Nexus 6 smartphone,
indicating that adding more cores will not help improve mobile web
performance.
Existing solutions are insufficient. Since we seek a solution that
improves mobile web performance while preserving the end-to-end
nature of the web, we consider two existing solutions that satisfy
this property.
First, we consider a setting where all domains on the web have
adopted the latest version of the HTTP protocol, HTTP/2. HTTP/2
reduces inefficiency in the use of the network by enabling requests
to be multiplexed on the same TCP connection. To estimate the
potential impact of HTTP/2, we replay page loads in an environment
where HTTP/2 is universally used (“HTTP/2 Baseline"). The results
in Figure 3 portend that, though the global adoption of HTTP/2 will
reduce the median page load time across popular News and Sports
websites to roughly 8 seconds, mobile web performance will remain
significantly short of optimal; the lower bound we saw in Figure 2
was more than 2 seconds lower, a substantial gap given that web

15

Figure 3: Estimation of page load time improvements that would be
enabled once HTTP/2 is globally adopted. Given that the adoption of
HTTP/2 is still in its nascency today, the fidelity of our replay setup
is confirmed by the close match between load times measured when
loading pages on the web and in our HTTP/1.1 replay environment.
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Figure 2: Potential for reducing page load times by making better use
of the client’s CPU and network.
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Figure 4: Fraction of the critical path spent waiting for the network,
when the client uses HTTP/2 to communicate with all domains.
providers have found that even a few 100 milliseconds of additional
delay significantly reduces their revenue [10]. Configuring the first
party domain of every page to push (leveraging HTTP/2’s server
push capability) all static resources that it hosts offers little additional
benefit, for reasons discussed later.
Performance with HTTP/2 falls significantly short of the lower
bound because the root cause for high page load times remains: since
both CPU-bound and network-bound activities are typically on the
critical path of a page load [41], neither the client’s CPU nor its
access link is utilized to capacity. The client browser cannot parse an
HTML/CSS object or execute a JavaScript file until it has incurred
the latency to fetch that resource, which in turn it can begin to do only
after discovering the need to fetch that resource by parsing/executing
another resource. Indeed, Figure 4 shows that a significant fraction
of time on the page load’s critical path—over 30% on the median
page—is spent waiting to receive data over the network, leading to
under-utilization of the CPU, the bottleneck resource (Figure 2).
An alternative end-to-end solution for improving web performance is to use an approach like Polaris [35]. With Polaris, the client
receives a characterization of the page’s dependency structure at the
start of the page load and uses this knowledge to prioritize requests
for more critical resources. However, such an approach can do little
to reduce the network delays encountered on the critical path. The
fundamental constraint with this approach is that the client must discover all resources on the page on its own (i.e., fetching a resource
and then evaluating it to identify new resources to fetch). As a result,
once the browser discovers a resource by parsing/executing other
resources that appear earlier in the page load, the latency of fetching
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that resource must be incurred at that time before the browser can
begin processing the resource. Since HTTP/2 eliminates head-ofline blocking and network bandwidth is not the bottleneck in mobile
page loads (Figure 2), reordering requests for discovered resources
offers little benefit. We provide further evaluation and discussion of
Polaris in Section 6.
Summary. Together, the measurements in this section lead to the
following takeaways:
• Page loads on mobile devices are currently significantly slow even
for popular websites, particularly for sites in categories that have
more complex web pages than others.
• The reduction in load times that we can expect from the adoption
of existing end-to-end solutions will not suffice.
• However, we could potentially halve the median load time if the
page load process were redesigned to more efficiently use the
client’s CPU and network.

3

Approach

Our results in the previous section indicate that the key to optimizing
mobile web performance is to maximize the utilization of the client’s
CPU. To do this, we need to ensure that the browser’s processing of
any resource is not delayed waiting to receive the resource over the
network. To achieve this decoupling of the browser’s use of the CPU
and network, web page loads would ideally work as follows. When
a client browser issues a request for a page, it would receive back all
the resources needed to render the page, rather than just the HTML
for the page. This would optimize page load performance for two
reasons. On the one hand, in contrast to the status quo wherein the
client incrementally fetches resources as it discovers them during
the page load, receiving all of the objects on the page at once would
maximize the utilization of the client’s access link and eliminate the
need for repeated latency-onerous interactions between the client
and web servers. On the other hand, if the resources on the page
are delivered in the order they need to be processed, the client can
make full use of its CPU, processing resources while fetching other
resources in parallel.
3.1

Limitations of HTTP/2 PUSH

It may appear that such an ideal design of the page load process is
feasible today because HTTP/2-compliant web servers can speculatively push resources to clients [20]. However, today, 1) the resources on a page are often spread across multiple domains [21],
e.g., a web page from one provider often includes advertising, analytics, JavaScript libraries, and social networking widgets from other
providers; 2) HTTPS adoption is rapidly growing [8, 33]; and 3)
page content is increasingly personalized. These typical characteristics of modern web pages make the use of HTTP/2 PUSH inefficient
for the following reasons.2
• When a domain receives a request for the HTML of a page that it
hosts, it can only return resources that it hosts and not resources
served by other domains. In the example in Figure 5, in response to the request for the HTML, a.com’s servers can only
2 Another commonly cited limitation of PUSH is the potential for bandwidth wastage
when a resource cached at the client is pushed. However, this problem could be addressed
by having the client send a summary of its cache contents to web servers, e.g., in a
cookie [5].
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(c) Servers push some resources and return dependency hints for others

Figure 5: Comparison of critical path across different approaches for
loading web pages, in all of which the client receives every resource from
the domain from which it is served, so as to preserve personalization
and the client’s ability to verify the integrity of secure content: (a) 5
stages on critical path with CPU use blocking use of the network in
steps 2 and 4 and vice-versa in steps 3 and 5, (b) 4 stages on critical
path with CPU use blocking use of the network in steps 2 and 3 and
vice-versa in step 4, (c) 3 stages on critical path with CPU and network
utilized throughout.

push the contents of foo.js which is served from the same domain, but not the third-party resource img.jpg. If web servers
were to fetch resources from external domains and push them to
clients [22, 36, 43], clients would be unable to verify the integrity
of secure page content. Moreover, since any client’s request to a
web server will only include the client’s cookie for that domain,
resources fetched from other domains by that web server will not
reflect any personalization of content by those domains.
• If web servers only push locally hosted resources, the client will
discover resources that it needs to fetch from other domains only
after processing previously fetched resources, e.g., in Figure 5(b),
the client can discover the need to fetch img.jpg only after
executing foo.js. This makes the CPU a potential bottleneck
in the client’s fetching of resources.
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Figure 6: Illustration of the components in V ROOM and the interactions between them.
• During a page load, if every domain independently pushes its
resources to the client, the client’s receipt from one domain of a
resource that must be processed (i.e., HTML, CSS, or JavaScript)
can be delayed due to bandwidth contention on the client’s access link with other resources (such as bulky images) from other
domains. This makes the network a potential bottleneck in the
client’s processing of resources.
3.2

Combining PUSH with dependency hints

Given these limitations associated with relying solely on HTTP/2
PUSH, we leverage an additional server-side capability. When a web
server receives a request for a resource, in addition to pushing the
content for some dependent resources that it owns, the server can
also return a list of URLs for other dependent resources—we refer
to this list as dependency hints. Web servers can include such a list
of URLs as an additional header in HTTP responses.
When a client receives dependency hints, it can fetch every resource whose URL is included in the list, without having to first
process other resources on the page to discover the URLs in the list.
For example, in Figure 5(c), based on the hint received from a.com,
the client can fetch img.jpg from b.com without having to wait
to receive and execute foo.js.
Legacy browsers already support dependency hints in the form
of HTTP Link headers which have the preload attribute set [16];
resources listed in these headers are immediately fetched by browsers
but are not evaluated until they are referenced by the page (i.e.,
Link preload headers are primarily used to prewarm browser caches
during page loads).
Using dependency hints in addition to HTTP/2 PUSH offers
several advantages:
• Any web server can safely send clients dependency hints for thirdparty resources. For any URL received via dependency hints, a
client will fetch it directly from the respective domain, enabling
the client to confirm the integrity of resources served over HTTPS
and preserving that domain’s ability to personalize content.
• The client need not fetch resources that are already cached locally,
making it easier to minimize bandwidth waste compared to the
use of HTTP/2 PUSH.
• The client maintains control over its concurrent fetches of resources from multiple domains; it can coordinate its downloads
such that high priority resources (those that must be processed)
are not delayed.

4

Design

Using the approach described in the previous section requires us to
answer three questions:
• In response to a request from a client, how can a web server
accurately identify the list of dependent resources that it should
inform the client about, including ones hosted in other domains,
without having clients fetch resources that are irrelevant to the
ongoing page load (thereby wasting bandwidth)?
• How can a server provide a sufficient number of dependency hints
to clients, without knowledge of how content is personalized by
other domains that serve resources for a given page?
• At any point in time during a page load, a client’s access link
bandwidth is shared by resources that are explicitly fetched by
the client or proactively pushed by servers. Given this contention,
when should clients schedule resource fetches? What resources
should servers push?
In designing V ROOM to address these questions, we respect two
primary constraints: 1) we do not rely on input from developers to
characterize the dependencies on web pages because the resources
on a page are typically spread across several domains [21], and no
single developer is likely to have complete knowledge about all dependencies on a page; and 2) to preserve the integrity of content and
to protect user privacy, any client will accept a resource only from
the domain that serves that resource, and it will share its cookie for
a domain only with web servers in that domain. Figure 6 illustrates
the server-side and client-side components of V ROOM, which we
describe next.
4.1

Server-side dependency resolution

Generating an accurate list of dependent resources for a web page is
challenging due to the constant flux in resources on modern pages.
Moreover, unlike recent work [22, 35] focused on generating a page’s
stable dependency structure, here we need to identify the precise
URLs of resources that a server must either push or include in its
dependency hints. To appreciate the challenge in doing so, we first
consider two strawman approaches before describing our solution.
4.1.1

Strawmans for resource discovery

Strawman 1 (Online). When a server receives a request for the
HTML of a page, the server could load the entire page locally,
mimicking a client browser, to identify the other resources on the
page. However, many of the URLs fetched by the server during its
page load will not be requested during the client’s page load. On
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Figure 8: Summary of techniques used in V ROOM for server-side dependency resolution to account for the different types of resource on
any web page.
the one hand, back-to-back loads of a page often differ in the exact
set of URLs fetched (e.g., ads typically insert a randomly selected
identifier into the URLs they fetch). For example, 22% of the URLs
fetched to load the median page in the Alexa Top 100 list change
across back-to-back loads. On the other hand, loading a page at one
server cannot account for the personalization performed by other
domains, since the server only has the user’s cookie for its domain.
If servers fail to account for these discrepancies and either push to
the client or ask the client to fetch unnecessary objects, the user is
likely to experience higher load times.
Strawman 2 (Offline). Alternatively, a server can periodically load
each page that it serves. This enables the server to account for the
variation in resources over time; when a client requests the HTML
for a page, the server can return the set of resources that it has
repeatedly observed on recent loads of that page. With this approach,
we risk missing a large fraction of URLs that a client will need to
fetch when loading the page. For example, the set of stories or set of
products on the landing page of a News or Shopping site changes
often. Figure 7 confirms this; for the median site in the Alexa Top
100, only 70% of the resources on the landing page remain stable
over one hour, and this number drops to 50% over one week.
4.1.2

Our solution: offline + online discovery

The two strawmen approaches for server-side resource discovery
illustrate the following trade-off: servers must ensure that a client
does not end up fetching unnecessary resources, but if they are too
conservative (and thus let clients discover many resources on their
own), the utility of input from servers will be minimal. To address
this trade-off, we observe that both offline and online dependency
resolution are necessary at the server. Figure 8 summarizes the
techniques we employ. Periodic offline resolution of a page helps

confirm which URLs are consistently fetched when loading the page,
whereas online resolution helps account for flux in page content.
Offline dependency resolution. Offline server-side determination
of the resources on a page works as described previously: the page
is loaded periodically (once every hour in our implementation), and
at any point in time, URLs fetched in all recent loads are considered
likely to also be fetched when a client loads the page. However, even
the largely stable subset of resources on a page can vary across different types of client devices (Figure 9). For example, it is common for
website providers to use CSS stylesheets and JavaScript objects that
cause different clients to fetch images of different sizes on the same
page depending on the client’s display resolution or pixel density.
V ROOM’s offline server-side dependency resolution efficiently
accounts for device-specific customization of resources in two ways.
First, the server need not load each page on every type of device;
this would be onerous given the large variety of smartphones and
tablets on the market. Instead, after a few loads of a page, the server
can bin all device types into a few equivalence classes. The equivalence classes can vary across pages because different pages may be
customized based on different device characteristics. For example,
in Figure 9, the stable set of URLs fetched when loading a page on a
Nexus 6 smartphone matches the stable set of resources for a OnePlus 3 phone much more closely than for a Nexus 10 tablet. Second,
after device type equivalence classes for a page are identified, the
server need not load the page on a real device in each class. Instead,
the server can leverage existing device emulation tools [3].
Online HTML analysis. In addition to offline dependency resolution, when a V ROOM-compliant web server responds to a request
with an HTML object, it not only informs the client of dependencies
discovered from loading this object offline, but also includes all
URLs seen in the HTML object by parsing it on the fly. While there
can be other sources of dynamism on a page (e.g., a script on the
landing page of a shopping site may fetch products currently on sale),
we show later in Section 6 that accounting for the URLs in HTML
objects suffices on most pages to capture the flux in page content.
Importantly, we find that server-side parsing of HTML objects as
they are being served adds a median delay of only roughly 100 ms
across the landing pages of the top 1000 websites. This overhead
is offset by the multi-second reduction in page load times made
possible by server-aided resource discovery.
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Figure 11: Need for and utility of careful scheduling of server-side
Figure 10: Illustration of how V ROOM-compliant servers account for
personalization. A client that requests for index.html from a.com
only discovers the resources within the solid blue envelope, because a
request for ad.php returns a HTML, whose content could be personalized to a specific user. The client discovers the resources in the dashed
red envelope in response to its request for ad.php sent to c.com. The
client will have to itself discover the need to fetch d.com/cars.gif.

4.2

Accounting for personalization

Unlike content push, dependency hints allow a server to inform
clients about resources served by other domains. But, content served
by one domain may be personalized in ways that other domains are
unaware of (e.g., based on information stored in cookies).
A naive solution for handling personalization would be for any
web server to never return dependencies derived from external content. In other words, any resource that is discovered during the page
load by parsing or executing an external resource is deemed as one
that could differ due to personalization. For example, in Figure 10,
in response to a request for index.html, a.com can inform a
client about b.com/style.css, but let the client discover the
need to fetch b.com/logo_lo_res.png only when it requests
style.css from b.com. Accounting for personalization in this
manner would however inflate the latency incurred by the client in
discovering all resources on the page, thereby limiting its ability to
fully utilize the network.
To handle content personalization while enabling low-latency resource discovery, we observe that websites are personalized primarily in two ways: by customizing the content of HTML responses,3
and by adapting the execution of scripts. Server-side resource discovery in V ROOM accounts for these two types of personalization as
follows. First, web servers omit hints for dependencies derived from
an external resource only when that resource is an HTML object (i.e.,
an embedded iframe); servers do include dependencies derived from
other types of external resources (e.g., style.css in Figure 10).
In comparison with the naive solution described above, our approach
reduces the latency for the client to discover resources. Second, of
the resources determined based on JavaScript execution, those affected by user-specific state (e.g., local time) are left to clients to
discover on their own. JavaScript-based personalization will typically vary over time, and hence, such unstable resources will get
filtered out via offline dependency resolution.
3 Content

of CSS stylesheets and scripts are seldom user-specific. Personalization of
images and videos (i.e., returning different versions when the same URL is fetched) is
typically device-specific, which we have previously accounted for.

push and client-side fetch of the resources that need to be processed
(HTML, CSS, and JS) on http://eurosport.com. Resources are ordered
based on the order in which they are fetched with baseline HTTP/2.

4.3

Cooperative request scheduling

Finally, we turn our attention to questions that must be answered for
clients to benefit from server-side resource discovery. How should
web servers combine the use of HTTP/2 PUSH and dependency
hints to aid clients? How should clients utilize the dependency hints
from servers?
Strawman: Push whenever possible. Fetch upon discovery. We
first consider the most straightforward answers to these questions.
When a web server receives a client’s request for an HTML object, it
can push to the client all dependent resources that it owns. The server
can inform the client of all other dependencies via dependency hints.
As soon as the client receives these hints, it can initiate downloads
for all specified URLs.
Problem: Bandwidth contention. Though this simple strategy significantly improves utilization of the client’s access link, we do not
see a commensurate increase in CPU utilization. This is because,
though the client receives the complete set of resources on a page
well before it would without server push and dependency hints,
contention on the client’s access link slows down fetches of some
of the resources that need to be processed. In the example in Figure 11, though the time to fetch the first 10 resources that need to be
processed reduces by 2 seconds with the “Push All, Fetch ASAP"
strawman, simultaneous use of the client’s access link to transfer
all of these resources delays the first few resources, causing the
browser’s processing to stall. Due to the resulting under-utilization
of the CPU, we show later in Section 6 that applying this strawman
solution yields no improvements in page load times.
Solution: Prioritization via selective push and staged downloads.
Our solution to this problem is to prioritize the fetches of resources
that need to be processed (HTML, CSS, and JS) over those that need
not be processed (e.g., images and videos).4 Classifying resources
into high and low priority groups helps because, once the client has
finished fetching all resources that need to be processed, utilization
of the CPU and the network are largely decoupled over the rest of the
page load. Moreover, the types of resources that need to be processed
typically constitute a small fraction of the bytes on a page [7].
4 We however consider all resources that are descendants of third-party HTML objects
(i.e., HTMLs within a page’s iframes) as low priority because web browsers process
iframes only after the root HTML for the page has been completely downloaded and
parsed. This helps minimize network contention for high priority resources referenced
in the root HTML, thus reducing the fetch times for those resources.
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Header
Description
Link preload
Resources to be processed (e.g., JavaScript and HTML objects), fetched at the highest priority
x-semi-important
Resources to be processed that are lazily fetched, e.g., “async” JavaScript or CSS objects
x-unimportant
Resources that do not need to be parsed or executed (cannot have derived children), e.g., images
Table 1: HTTP headers used by V ROOM-compliant servers to provide dependency hints to client browsers. Headers are listed in decreasing order of
priority. Resources in each header are listed in the order they need to be processed.

This prioritization of resources that need to be processed is
achieved in V ROOM via two means. First, when a web server responds to a client’s request for an HTML object, out of all the
dependencies the server identifies, it pushes the content of only the
high priority resources served from the local domain. All other dependencies are returned to the client via dependency hints. Second,
when the client receives a list of URLs, it immediately fetches only
high priority resources; the server’s hints specify resources in the
order in which the client will need to process them, so client requests
simply mimic that order. Once resource discovery from servers is
complete and the client has finished fetching all high priority resources that have been discovered, it issues requests for all other
resources at once. In Figure 11, the time by when receipt of the 10
resources shown completes is the same with V ROOM’s scheduling
as with the strawman strategy, but without significantly delaying the
receipt of any individual resource.
Note that V ROOM’s scheduler is tailored for the setting where web
pages are loaded on a state-of-the-art mobile device connected to a
LTE network; as we saw earlier in Section 2, the client CPU is the
bottleneck in this case. Alternate scheduling strategies will likely be
necessary in settings where either network bandwidth (e.g., because
of many users simultaneously accessing the cellular network [23])
or latency (e.g., on 2G or 3G networks [25]) is the bottleneck.

5

Implementation

The realization of V ROOM requires both server-side (offline and
online dependency resolution; pushing resources to clients and including dependency hints in responses) and client-side (scheduling
fetches of hinted objects) changes. Since this preempts evaluation in
the wild, we have implemented V ROOM to accelerate web page loads
when Google Chrome is used to load pages from the Mahimahi [36]
replay environment.
5.1

Server-aided resource discovery

V ROOM-compliant servers inform clients of dependent resources via
content pushes and dependency hints. To push resources, we leverage HTTP/2’s PUSH capability; since Mahimahi uses Apache web
servers which do not yet support HTTP/2, we run an HTTP/2 nghttpx
reverse proxy [14] in front of each web server. For dependency hints,
we rely on embedding additional headers in HTTP responses. For
example, when a browser encounters a Link preload header [16] in
an HTTP response, the browser will immediately issue a request for
the URL embedded in that header.5 Table 1 summarizes the headers
used by V ROOM to provide dependency hints to clients.
To minimize stalls in the client browser’s processing of resources,
dependency hints from any server list resources in the order the client
will need to process them and the client requests hinted resources
5 While Link preload headers are currently supported by Chrome, other browsers such as

Firefox are actively in the process of adding support for these headers: https://bugzilla.
mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=1222633.

in this order; the server discovers this order during its offline and
online dependency resolution. However, since the client issues these
requests back-to-back, a web server may receive multiple requests
near-simultaneously, causing it to respond to all requests in parallel.
The resulting contention for the client’s access link bandwidth leads
to the slowdown of some resources over others as seen with the
“Push All, Fetch ASAP" strategy in Figure 11. Therefore, we modify
Mahimahi so that any web server returns the content for requested
resources in the same order in which it receives requests.
5.2

Scheduling requests with JavaScript

To schedule client-side downloads of URLs learned via dependency
hints (Section 4.3), V ROOM uses a JavaScript-based request scheduler. For each recorded page in Mahimahi, we modify the page’s toplevel HTML using Beautiful Soup [2]. V ROOM’s scheduler script is
added as the first tag in the HTML, thereby ensuring that the browser
executes this script as soon as it begins parsing the HTML.
V ROOM’s scheduler script begins its execution with two steps.
First, it defines an onload handler, response_handler, which it
attaches to each request that it makes. This handler maintains a list
of dependency hints that it has seen and fires every time the browser
receives a response for a request made by V ROOM’s scheduler. Second, the script issues an XHR (XMLHttpRequest) for the page’s
HTML, whose URL we embed as an attribute in the <html> tag.6
The scheduler examines Link preload headers in the response for
the page’s HTML to discover dependency hints.7 It then issues requests for high priority dependencies by adding <link> tags (with
the preload attribute set) to the DOM. Importantly, the scheduler’s requests for high priority resources are served from the browser’s local
cache, because the browser itself immediately requests URLs included in Link preload headers. Moreover, modern browsers permit
only a single outstanding request for any given URL.
Thereafter, V ROOM’s scheduler runs in an event-driven loop.
Whenever the browser invokes response_handler upon receiving a
resource, the scheduler marks that resource as fetched. The scheduler
then examines the set of outstanding requests to determine whether
it should start fetching dependencies in the next level of priority.
Specifically, once all high priority resources learned via dependency
hints have been received, V ROOM’s scheduler issues requests for all
semi-important resources that it has discovered until that point. This
process then repeats for low priority resources.
By using a JavaScript-based request scheduler, our implementation of V ROOM can accelerate page loads on unmodified commodity
browsers. However, due to the single-threaded nature of Javascript, if
6 Note

that V ROOM’s scheduler removes this attribute and its own DOM node from the
page once the XHR for the top-level HTML is issued. Thus, subsequent accesses to the
DOM are not affected.
7 To ensure that the request scheduler can securely access headers in HTTP responses
served from third-party domains, responses must include the “Access-Control-ExposeHeaders” header with the values “Link,” and our custom headers “x-semi-important”
and “x-unimportant.”
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Figure 12: Setup to evaluate page load performance enabled by our
implementation of V ROOM.

the browser is executing another script on the page when a response
arrives, response_handler will not fire immediately. This delays the
fetches of lower priority resources. Therefore, in the future, incorporation of the scheduling logic into the browser may enable greater
performance gains than what we report.

6

Evaluation

We evaluate V ROOM from two perspectives: 1) performance benefits
for users, and 2) the accuracy with which servers can aid resource
discovery for clients. The key highlights from our evaluation are:
• Across 100 popular News and Sports websites, we see that the
adoption of V ROOM would yield near-optimal performance on
the median site with respect to two different metrics: page load
time (PLT) and above-the-fold time (AFT). In comparison to the
adoption of only HTTP/2, V ROOM’s use would reduce the median
PLT and AFT values by 30% and 20%, respectively.
• Simple alternatives to V ROOM (e.g., relying only on prior loads
of the page for dependency discovery, using only HTTP/2 PUSH
but not dependency hints, or not scheduling pushes and fetches)
can increase the median page load time by over 2 seconds.
• On the median site, V ROOM’s server-side discovery of dependent
resources has a false negative rate below 5%, which in turn results
in a 22% decrease in client-side latency to discover all resources
on the page.
6.1

Impact on client performance

Methodology. We use the setup shown in Figure 12 to experimentally evaluate our implementation of V ROOM. We load pages in
Chrome for Android on a Nexus 6 smartphone connected to a Verizon LTE hotspot. The phone is also connected via USB to a desktop,
which subscribes to events exported by Chrome via the Remote Debugging Protocol (RDP). The phone has a VPN tunnel setup to the
desktop, on which we host Mahimahi [36]. For every web page on
which we test V ROOM, we initially load the page with the desktop
as a proxy to have Mahimahi record all page contents; page load
times with this setup match those measured when we load pages
with the phone directly communicating with web servers. Thereafter,
when replaying page loads, we configure Mahimahi such that traffic
between the phone and any of the web servers is subjected to not
only the delay over the cellular network but also the median RTT observed between the desktop and the corresponding web server when
recording page contents. The desktop on which we deploy Mahimahi
is sufficiently well-provisioned so that its CPU or network is not
a bottleneck, and as we mentioned earlier in Section 2, load times

when we replay page loads using HTTP/1.1 between the client and
all servers closely match load times measured when loading pages
directly from the web.
We evaluate the utility of V ROOM on the landing pages of the
top 50 News and top 50 Sports websites as well as 100 randomly
chosen sites from Alexa’s top 400 sites;8 in most of our experiments,
we focus on the News and Sports sites because, as seen earlier in
Section 2, the need for performance improvements on these sites
is particularly acute with a median page load time of 10.5 seconds.
We load each page 3 times in our replay setup and consider the load
with the median page load time. During these loads, web servers
identify the dependencies to return to clients by drawing upon three
prior loads of each page gathered 1, 2, and 3 hours prior to when we
recorded the page content in Mahimahi.
In addition to page load times, we also evaluate V ROOM’s benefits
with respect to additional metrics which capture the speed with
which page content is rendered, as this impacts users’ perception
of page load performance [29]. To measure these metrics, we use
screenrecord, a utility program which captures videos of page loads
on Android devices. We pass the recorded videos to the visualmetrics
tool [18] which outputs the metrics of interest.
Improvement in page load times. First, we compare page load
performance when using V ROOM with that when doing a HTTP/2
based replay (i.e., same setup as Figure 12, except that servers
simply return requested resources), which we refer to as the HTTP/2
baseline. On the top 50 News and top 50 Sports sites, Figure 13(a)
shows that V ROOM significantly reduces the page load time on
the median site—from 7.3s with the HTTP/2 baseline to 5.1s with
V ROOM—closely matching the lower bound (median of 5s); the
lower bound corresponds to the maximum of the CPU-bound and
network-bound loads described earlier in Section 2. On the 100 sites
from the top 400, where the median page load time is significantly
lower than on the News and Sports sites even with the HTTP/2
baseline (median of 4.8s), V ROOM still reduces the median page
load time to 4s.
The improvements in load times described above are feasible
when all domains adopt the changes prescribed by V ROOM. To
understand V ROOM’s benefits as it is incrementally adopted, we
evaluate V ROOM in a scenario where the first party domain for every
web page (i.e., the domain that serves the root HTML for the page),
along with all other domains controlled by the same organization,
are V ROOM-compliant. All other domains contacted in each page
load only conform to HTTP/2, without pushing content or providing
dependency hints. While the median page load time across the News
and Sports increases to 5.6s in this case, as compared to 5.1s with
universal adoption of V ROOM, this is still significantly lower than
the 7.3s median page load time with the HTTP/2 baseline.
We also compared V ROOM to Polaris [35], a state-of-the-art
web accelerator which uses information about a page’s dependency
structure to prioritize requests for critical resources. Figure 14 shows
that, compared to Polaris, V ROOM is able to reduce the median page
load time for the popular News and Sports sites from 6.4s to 5.1s.
As noted in Section 2, the primary reason for this performance gain
8 The

high page load times for these pages and the need to load each page multiple
times to account for the variability of the cellular network limit us from running our
evaluation on more web pages.
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Figure 13: With respect to three different metrics, V ROOM yields significant benefits compared to simply upgrading from HTTP/1.1 to HTTP/2, and
comes close to matching the achievable lower bound.
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Figure 14: Comparison of page load times when pages are loaded with
V ROOM and with Polaris.
is that Polaris still leaves clients to discover resources on their own
(i.e., the client can discover the need to fetch a resource only after
fetching and evaluating another resource). Further, Polaris does not
specify policies for servers to proactively push resources to clients
in anticipation of future requests.
Though Figures 13(a) and 14 show that V ROOM significantly improves performance for the median page, these benefits are marginal
at the tail; in fact, Polaris outperforms V ROOM in the tail of the load
time distribution. The reasons for this are two-fold. First, certain
sites include dynamic content that V ROOM is unable to detect simply
by online analysis of HTMLs; V ROOM defers the discovery of such
unpredictable resources to clients and is unable to provide hints for
these resources. Second, when clients prefetch objects (specified
by dependency hints) and servers in multiple domains concurrently
push resources, bandwidth contention can result in high priority
resources being delayed. These results illustrate that combining
the complementary approaches used in V ROOM and Polaris is a
promising direction of future work.
Improvement in visual performance metrics. In addition to reducing page load times, V ROOM also improves metrics such as
Above-the-fold time and Speed Index which grade performance
based on visual completeness of page loads. Above-the-fold time
measures the time until all content that is “above the fold" (i.e., a
user sees prior to scrolling) is rendered to its final state. Speed Index
extends this metric to capture the rate at which all the content that
is above the fold gets rendered. Figures 13(b) and (c) show that,
across the popular News and Sports sites, V ROOM improves the
Above-the-fold time and Speed Index for the median site by 400ms
and 380ms, respectively.
Figures 15 shows these benefits on an example site (http://m.
foxnews.com/). With V ROOM, rendering of all above the fold content
completes at 9.26s. At that same time in the page load with the

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: For the Fox News mobile site, (a) rendering of the above
the fold content completes at 9.26s with V ROOM; (b) with only HTTP/2
enabled, rendering is incomplete at that time and completes only later
at 13.87s.

HTTP/2 baseline configuration, the main images are still missing
and the rendering of the page is yet to converge. With HTTP/2,
rendering of all above the fold content takes 4.6s longer, completing
at 13.87s into the page load.
The above-described improvements in page load performance
with V ROOM are due to several reasons; we dig into each of these
next. For brevity, we show results only for the popular News and
Sports sites.
Latency in discovering and fetching resources. A key benefit of
server-aided resource discovery is that it enables clients to discover
resources and complete fetching them much sooner than in normal
page loads. Figure 16 depicts these improvements both when considering all resources identified as dependencies by V ROOM-compliant
web servers, and also when considering only those dependencies
which are high priority resources (i.e., HTML, CSS, and JS objects,
which are the ones that need to be parsed or executed).
Reducing the time by when the client completes fetching all dependencies (a 22% reduction on the median page) is crucial because
any further network activity necessary to complete the page load is
only to fetch the small subset of unpredictable resources that servers
fail to identify as dependencies. But, in addition, the drop in the time
by when all high priority dependencies finish downloading—a 12%
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Figure 17: In contrast to V ROOM, if servers return dependencies as all
the resources seen on a prior load of the page, page load times increase
on many pages. 25t h percentile, median, and 75t h percentile are shown
in each case.
median reduction compared to baseline HTTP/2—is also critical
since use of the CPU and the network are largely decoupled thereafter. Both of these improvements are made possible because of the
speedup in the client discovering dependencies: in the median, 22%
and 16% faster discovery of all dependencies and of all high priority
dependencies, respectively.
Faster discovery and preemptive receipt of resources also helps
reduce the time spent on the critical path waiting to receive data
over the network. While the simple use of HTTP/2 led to network
delays accounting for over 30% of the critical path on the median
site (Figure 4), V ROOM’s use reduces the network wait time on the
critical path by 24% on the median site.
Utility of accurate dependency inference. While input from servers
enables clients to discover and fetch dependent resources sooner,
the benefit of this input strongly relies upon the accuracy of the
dependencies returned. To show this, we consider servers identifying
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Figure 18: V ROOM improves page load times compared to using only
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Figure 19: V ROOM’s judicious scheduling of server push and client
fetch is key to enabling improvements in page load time. 25t h percentile,
median, and 75t h percentile are shown in each case.
the set of dependencies to return to a client simply based on a prior
load of the page, i.e., all resources seen in a load within the past hour
are assumed to be relevant to the new load. Figure 17 shows that,
though the median page load time does reduce with this approach,
the extraneous inaccurate dependencies returned to the client degrade performance on many sites; the 75th percentile increases by
over 1.5 seconds.
Need for combining HTTP/2 PUSH and dependency hints. Beyond accuracy in server-side dependency discovery, V ROOM’s benefits draw upon the combined use of HTTP/2 PUSH and dependency
hints. Figure 18 shows that simply relying on server push is insufficient. Irrespective of whether we push all static resources or only the
subset of static resources that need to be processed, median page load
time remains more than 2 seconds higher than with V ROOM. This
stems from the preponderance of third-party resources on modern
web pages; servers can inform clients of such dependencies only via
dependency hints, as any server can securely push only the content
that it hosts.
Utility of scheduling. While HTTP/2 PUSH and dependency hints
enable faster resource discovery, performance improvements with
V ROOM also hinge upon judicious coordinated scheduling of pushes
and downloads of discovered dependencies. Figure 19 illustrates
the utility of the cooperative scheduling in V ROOM compared to
the strawman “Push All, Fetch ASAP" approach discussed in Section 4.3 (where servers push any resource they can and clients fetch
any resource immediately upon discovery). Because only high priority resources are pushed by V ROOM servers and are preferentially
fetched by clients, contention for access link bandwidth has minimal impact on the processing of resources. The resultant increased
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Figure 20: For three different delays between the load that warms the
browser’s cache and the load on which we evaluate page load performance, V ROOM reduces page load times. 25t h percentile, median, and
75t h percentile are shown in each case.

utilization of the CPU enables V ROOM to improve performance
over baseline HTTP/2. Whereas, use of the strawman approach for
servers to inform clients of dependencies offers minimal benefits; in
fact, the median load time increases as a result of increased network
contention.
V ROOM accelerates page loads with warm caches. All of our
experiments thus far have considered the browser’s cache to be
empty. To evaluate V ROOM when the browser’s cache is not empty,
we first identify cacheable objects by examining the headers in HTTP
responses. We mimic three different scenarios, wherein once a page
is loaded by a client, it loads the page again immediately thereafter
(i.e., back-to-back loads), a day later, or a week later. Importantly, to
prevent wasted bandwidth, resources that were already cached at the
client were not pushed by servers.
Figure 20 shows that V ROOM significantly improves page load
times in all three warm browser cache settings. When considering
back-to-back loads, V ROOM reduces the page load time of the median site by 1.6s. This improvement increases to 2.2s and 2.1s for
the loads separated by one day and one week, respectively.
6.2

Accuracy of server-side dependency resolution

Setup. To evaluate the accuracy of the resource dependencies that
V ROOM-compliant servers return to clients, we consider 265 web
pages drawn from popular News and Sports websites; these pages
span a variety of page types such as landing pages, individual articles,
results for specific games, etc. We load these pages once every hour
for a week from the perspective of four users, whose cookies are
seeded by visiting the landing pages of the top 50 pages in the Business, Health, Computers, and Shopping/Vehicles Alexa categories,
respectively. Every hour, we load each page twice back-to-back from
every user’s perspective for reasons described shortly.
As described earlier in Section 4.1, server-side dependency resolution in V ROOM relies upon both offline and online analysis. The
dependencies identified via offline dependency resolution include the
resources seen in each of the loads in the past 3 hours. For online analysis, we model the server which serves any HTML object—either
the root HTML on a page or one embedded in an iframe—returning
all links in that HTML. Recall that, in order to account for personalization, V ROOM-compliant servers return dependencies—either
via push or via dependency hints—only in response to requests for
HTML objects (Section 4.2).
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Strategies for server-side resource discovery. We compare dependency resolution in V ROOM with both the strawman approaches
described earlier in Section 4.1: offline-only returns URLs seen in
the intersection of loads over the past 3 hours, and online-only loads
the page on the fly at the server and returns the URLs fetched.
Definition of accuracy. To evaluate the accuracy with which each
of these approaches can identify the set of URLs that a client must
fetch during a page load, we partition the set of URLs we see in any
page load into a predictable and unpredictable subset. We identify
the subset of unpredictable URLs as ones that differ between back-toback loads; these are URLs that V ROOM leaves it up to the client to
discover. As seen in Figure 21(a), out of the subset of resources on a
page that a server can potentially return as dependencies in response
to a request for a HTML (i.e., all the resources derived from HTML
minus the ones derived from embedded iframes), the predictable
subset accounts for over 80% and over 95%, respectively, in terms
of the number of resources and the number of bytes. We evaluate the
accuracy of each approach for server-side resource discovery with
two metrics—the number of resources identified as dependencies
by the server which do not appear in the predictable subset of the
client’s load (false positives), and the number of resources in the
predictable subset that the server fails to identify (false negatives)—
both computed as fractions of the predictable subset’s size.
Results. First, Figure 21(b) shows that, out of the resources in
the predictable subset, the fraction that V ROOM-compliant servers
would fail to identify is less than 5% for the median page. Whereas,
offline-only dependency resolution ends up missing as many as 40%
of the predictable subset of resources seen on any particular page
load because of its inability to cope with changes from hour to
hour. The online-only approach is perfect with respect to this metric,
which validates our design decision to account for personalization
by limiting the set of dependencies returned to exclude resources
recursively derived from embedded HTMLs.
Second, with respect to the overhead imposed on clients by returning dependencies not in the predictable subset, Figure 21(c) shows
that V ROOM matches the offline-only approach. In both of these
cases, identifying the stable set of resources seen consistently on a
page helps in ignoring resources that happen to show up on a single
load. Due to its inability to cope with such nondeterminism, the
online-only approach identifies many extra resources, which inflate
the predictable subset by as much as 20% in the median case.
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Discussion

Deployability. Unlike attempts at clean-slate redesigns of the Internet’s architecture, new designs for client-server interactions on the
web are more amenable to deployment, as evidenced by the recent
incorporation of SPDY into HTTP/2. This is possible because of
several differences between the web and general communication
over the Internet: 1) clients directly interact with web servers, unlike an ISP having to rely on other ISPs to forward traffic, 2) a
few popular browsers and web servers are dominant, and 3) since
some browsers (Chrome and IE) are controlled by popular content
providers (Google and Bing), these providers can unilaterally test
performance improvements enabled by a new proposal such as ours
without depending on adoption by others.
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Figure 21: (a) Among the resources derived from a page’s root HTML, except for those derived from embedded HTMLs, the contribution of the
predictable subset to the number of resources and bytes. As a fraction of the size of this predictable subset, the resources that are either (b) missed or
(c) are extraneous when using V ROOM’s server-side dependency resolution as compared to offline-only and online-only analyses.

Server-side overhead. V ROOM-enabled servers identify dependent
resources using both online and offline analyses. For popular websites that host thousands of web pages, loading each page every hour
to facilitate offline dependency resolution will likely be onerous.
We observe that there are typically only a few types of pages on
each site and the stable set of resources (e.g., CSS stylesheets, fonts,
logo images, etc.) are likely to be common across pages of the same
type. For example, on a news site, landing pages for different news
categories are likely to share similarities as will news articles about
different individual stories. We defer for future work the task of
leveraging the similarity across pages of the same type to improve
the scalability of V ROOM’s server-side resource discovery.
Note that the overhead of resolving dependencies will be incurred
only by the domains which serve HTML objects, i.e., the root HTML
for an entire page or for an individual frame in the page. Other
servers involved in a page load need only serve individual resources
as they are requested. Moreover, for over 80% of sites, the landing
page’s HTML is served directly from origin web servers [7] and not
from third-party CDNs. Thus, the overhead imposed by V ROOM’s
resource discovery will largely be incurred by top-level domains
who are only responsible for the websites they own.
Security. At first glance, it may appear that having servers push
resources and having clients fetch hinted resources present new security concerns for page loads, whereby compromised web servers
could push or provide hints for malware. However, of the resources
that are pushed or fetched based on dependency hints, client browsers
will only process those resources referenced by the page being
loaded, e.g., as HTML tags. Further, page loads that include unnecessary pushes or hints will still load correctly to completion,
albeit with higher load times due to the downloads of unnecessary
resources. Thus, page loads with V ROOM encounter the same (but
not worse) security concerns as page loads do today.
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Related work

Mobile web performance. Prior measurement studies [34, 44]
have analyzed the performance of mobile web browsers. Like us,
these studies find that CPU and network delays are bottlenecks when
loading pages on mobile devices and high-latency cellular links.
Some new proposals aim to alleviate the effects of these bottlenecks by altering how pages are written and served. For example,
Google’s AMP project [1] asynchronously fetches many resources
required to load a page, and uses Google’s CDN to serve AMPenabled content with HTTP/2. In contrast to AMP, V ROOM can
speed up the loads of legacy web pages. V ROOM can also improve

the performance of AMP-based pages by enabling asynchronous
fetches earlier using server-provided hints.
Dependencies in page loads. Many recent systems [22, 30, 35]
use offline analysis to discover dependencies inherent to web pages.
Due to the dynamic nature of web content, previously generated
dependency graphs can only capture the structure of a page, but
not the exact set of URLs that must be fetched in any particular
load of the page. These systems that leverage a priori knowledge
of inter-object dependencies can therefore only reorder requests for
resources, but leave the onus of discovering resources on the client.
V ROOM overcomes this limitation by combining offline dependency
resolution with online analysis and by carefully spreading resource
discovery across domains.
WProf [41] identifies dependencies between different browser
components (e.g., HTML parser, JavaScript engine) that arise during page loads and degrade performance. By leveraging HTTP/2
PUSH and browser support for fetching dependency hints, V ROOM
reduces the coupling between the CPU and the network; processing
a resource is rarely blocked by fetching, and vice versa.
Proxy-based acceleration. Cloud browsers improve mobile web
performance by dividing the load process between the client’s device and a remote proxy server. By resolving dependencies using a
proxy’s wired connections to origin servers (in place of the client’s
slow access link), such systems can significantly reduce page load
times [15, 22, 36, 40, 43]. However, the reliance on web proxies
raises security and privacy concerns, as clients must share their cookies with the proxy in order to preserve personalization and must trust
that the proxy preserves the integrity of content served over HTTPS.
Network optimizations for faster page loads. HTTP/2 [20] (formerly SPDY [17]) reduces load times by allowing client browsers
to multiplex all requests to an origin on a single TCP connection.
HTTP/2 also allows servers to speculatively “push” objects they
own before the user requests them (saving RTTs) [39]. V ROOM
demonstrates the need for HTTP/2’s PUSH feature to be combined
with dependency hints in order to securely speed up dependency
resolution on the client.
Recent work has isolated two distinct factors that limit performance improvements with HTTP/2: dependencies inherent in web
pages and browsers restrict HTTP/2’s ability to reduce load times [42],
and the use of a single TCP connection can be detrimental in the
presence of high packet loss [24]. V ROOM would benefit from multiplexing requests on the same connection, but it can be used with
HTTP/1.1 in the face of high packet loss.
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Client-side optimizations. Content prefetching and speculative
loading systems reduce the effect that high network latencies have
on web performance [26, 28, 37, 45]. These systems predict user
browsing behavior and speculatively fetch content in hopes that
users will soon do the same. However, accurately predicting user
browsing behavior remains a challenge. Thus, prefetching often
leads to wasted device energy and data usage [38].
Other client-side improvements reduce energy usage and computational delays using parallel web browsers [31, 32] and improved
hardware [47]. By increasing the amount of parallelization for necessary page load tasks (e.g., rendering), these systems reduce energy
usage and have positive impacts on page load times.
Each of these optimizations is complementary to our work. However, V ROOM tackles a fundamental source of inefficiency in page
loads that client-only solutions cannot address alone: V ROOM decouples resource discovery from object evaluation (and thus, network
delays from computational delays). By using server-provided hints,
V ROOM shifts resource discovery from being a client-only task to
one in which the client and server cooperate.
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Conclusions

The recognition that dependencies within the page load process are
the dominant cause for slow page loads has led to a slew of solutions recently. However, all of these solutions either compromise
security and privacy by relying on proxies to resolve dependencies
or have limited ability to improve mobile web performance since
they require clients to themselves discover the resources on any
page. V ROOM offers the best of both worlds: by having servers aid a
client’s discovery of resources (both via HTTP/2 PUSH and dependency hints), we decouple the client’s processing and downloads of
resources, but do so while preserving the end-to-end nature of the
web. By improving CPU utilization, V ROOM significantly decreases
page load times compared to baseline HTTP/2.
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